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Introduction 

The most important parameters of food productions – with respect to marketing – are 

their sensory attributes. In testing sensory quality the indicators are human sensory organs. 

The evaluation of sensory tests requires multivariate statistical methods (ANOVA, PCA, GPA 

etc.) working on great data systems, and this manipulation is possible only by using 

Information Technology. 

In consumer tests many assessors are necessary to represent correctly each consumer 

groups. Although in laboratory tests take part only 10-20 assessors, in this type of tests the 

number of attributes is much bigger. Here a high-level IT support is necessary, because after 

testing the results should be in real time shown to the panel – it is important in the all-day 

tests, too, and is inevitable in panel-trainings. 

Food profile analysis is one of the laboratory tests. After studying the available 

supporting software, together with my supervisor and consultant we decided to create the 

ProfiSens, a Visual Basic for Excel software. One of the most important motive of creating a 

new software was to ensure a high-level IT support to each step of profile analysis by tools 

which are available in education and research as well, as and in a common industrial 

environment. 

The reliability of profile analysis panel is of special importance in preference mapping, a 

method used in marketing when the acceptance of certain products by consumer target groups 

is examined through sensory causes by determination of relations between the results of 

consumer preference tests and of descriptive laboratory tests. That’s why I decided to create 

an easy-to use-and for the assessors well understandable, expressive reliability test, and the 

visualization of the results of consumer test series carried out in several consecutive years. 

I relied in development of panel reliability test on results of regular ProfiSens- in 

research, education and industry and in creating the visualization method of consumer test 

series I used my former results in visualization of 3D surfaces interpreted above the two-

dimensional basic simplex1. 

 

Literature 

I studied the literature of food sensory tests and their statistical evaluation, the available 

IT support of these tests, and the methods used for testing panel reliability. 

                                                 
1 János Heszberger: Software problems of function-approximation and visualization in chemical vapour-liquid 
equilibria, Diploma work (in Hungarian), awarded MKE and „Pro Creativitate” prizes, BME, VEK, 2001 
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Food sensory tests and the mathematical background of their statistical evaluation 

The types of sensory tests are difference examining, ranking and descriptive-evaluating 

methods. The requirements of each type are specified in standards. I studied in every detail 

the literature of theoretical backgrounds and of application fields and I used for quite all of 

methods the fundamental work of Meilgaard, Civille and Carr about implementation and 

evaluation of sensory tests, titled, “Sensory Evaluation Techniques”2  

In my PhD work I dealt mainly with profile analysis and consumer ranking tests, so here I 

describe these two methods shortly. 

The description of sensory profiles is a multi-stage process requiring from the assessors 

a collective work, consensus and consistency. As first step of the process, the panel leader 

explains the target of test, the essence of the method and the tasks to be performed by the 

team. In the second stage a sample series is given to each assessor, with the same codes 

affixed. Thereafter several possibilities exist; I expound only the method QDA, applied in my 

work. Its further steps are as follows:  

− The assessors create lists individually on the perceived sensory attributes, and then the 

team records all of the attributes, and determines the evaluation method to each attribute. 

− After completing qualification system the panel leader and the assistants prepare score 

sheets and coded samples, then the assessors evaluate individually – so to say as measuring 

instruments – the intensity of the sensory attributes. 

− After completing the qualification of samples the assessments will be collected, and 

the multistage statistical evaluation of the collected data follows. 

In the statistical evaluation of QDA results the single factor analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) is the most important method, which results the decision whether the individual 

samples can be considered as belonging to the same population. 

The real ranking test is an extended difference test. It is used if we want to compare more 

than two amples. The assessors rank the individual samples by assigning to each one a value 

from the rank number set. These methods can be divided into two groups with respect to the 

choice possibilities of assessors. Compulsory selection is present, if each sample shall receive 

different rank numbers from the assessor. In the other group of ranking methods is linking 

allowed, i.e. the assessor may give the same rank number to two or more (for him/her not 

distinguishable sample). 

                                                 
2 Meilgaard, M., Civille, G.V., Carr, B.T. Sensory evaluation techniques, CRC Press, Inc., 2000. 
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If the sample series shall be tested for several attributes (e.g. flavour and appearance 

preference ranks) the ranking tests shall be performed independently from each other, 

assigning different code series to the samples. Several statistical methods are used to evaluate 

the test results of consumer ranking tests and the answers describing the assessor groups. 

Since my research work in this field have not aimed at evaluations by on the other hand well 

known methods (Friedman test, correlation analysis among variables of different types) but at 

visualizing the results of statistical evaluations, these statistical methods are here not treated. 

IT support of food sensory tests 

Depending on the available resources different levels of computerization are possible for 

sensory tests. On basic level the test is implemented on hardcopy forms. Data collection is 

performed by the means of manual coding and data input. Next level means that even the test 

is designed and implemented as above, but data input is computerized with the application of 

a scanner and OCR (Optical Character Recognition) technology. In case of high-level IT 

support test design and questionnaires are designed on the panel leader’s PC. The 

questionnaire files are copied to the computers in the sensory booths. Test is performed with 

the electronic forms. Data collection is real time through the network. Data analysis is fast 

and convenient by statistical software. 

In my research work I dealt with the following sensory test supporting software available 

on market or free downloadable from Internet: I studied from Demo disk the Compusense, 

leading software for support of sensory tests, from 1986. The purchase costs amount (EDU 

copyright) to several million HUF order. Further on I studied SIMS 2000 (2000), PSA (West-

Europe) Sensorex, Taste (Great-Britain), Senpak, Senstols, SensoMiner and PanelCheck. The 

last two ones are free downloadable. 

Investigation of profile analysis panel consistency  

Reviewing the methods of panel reliability testing in food profile analysis, I found in the 

literature that however the application of procedures based on the principal component 

analysis is deemed often necessary, but it is rarely used and so it is infrequent the extension of 

profile analysis with such panel reliability tests. Thinking about the mathematical 

correspondence of principal components to the effectively tested attributes (they are namely 

the linear combinations3 of the first ones, where the chosen components are selected in 

decreasing sequence of the eigenvalues of the correlation matrix) it becomes unambiguous the 

                                                 
3 Forsythe-Cleve, G.E., Moler, B.: Computer solution of linear algebraic systems. Prentice Hall, New Jersey 
1967. 
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unfrequent application: the principal components are not expressive to the panel and can be 

hardly linked with the tested attributes. The application of ANOVA method would be actually 

the simplest one, however its appropriate visualization is not clear4. 

The most expressive visualization 

of profile analysis results is the profile 

polygon. This is the figure where after 

the evaluation of assessments the 

assessors see clearly and attribute by 

attribute the differences or similarities 

of samples. 

The profile polygon results of an 

apple juice profile analysis are shown 

on Fig. 1.: one can see that the shapes 

of the polygons are different.  
Fig. 1.: Profile polygons of apple juice samples 

It is interesting that I never met in the literature the application of reliability testing by the 

individual profile polygons – as geometrical conformations. However in the fractal theory the 

calculation of area/perimeter ratio is often used on the field of artificial intelligence or in robot 

vision. I found also an example in bioindustry: Taiwanese researchers5 have used this method 

for sorting of dried shitake mushrooms supplied on conveyor belts for automatic recognitions 

of broken caps by the area/perimeter ratio, during processing of pictures made by CCD 

camera. Very good results were gained in controlling the method, the proportion of the correct 

decisions was better than that attained by human analysis. 

The main theoretical part of my dissertation, the GCAP method is based on the 

examination of geometrical properties of the profile polygon: the area/perimeter ratio and the 

gravity centre are examined. Its name originates from the acronym formed from the initials of 

the English words Gravity Centre Area/Perimeter. 

Here I summarize the methods, by them based on the results of GCAP test an assessment 

classification can be developed or examining the input data of GCAP with the other method 

presents a possibility to validate the method. 

                                                 
4 Chabanet, C.: Statistical analysis of sensory profiling data. Graphs for presenting results, Food Quality and 
Preference, 11, p159-162, 2000. 
5 Ho-Hsien, C., Ching-Hua, T.: The development of a machine vision system for shitake grading, Journal of 
Food Quality, Vol. 27, p352-365, 2004. 
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I met in the literature manifold classification algorithms, among them the iterative 

methods, not requiring teaching data set are suitable for the qualification of assessors. 

Therefore taking into account the complication of the realization and the viewpoints of the 

visualization of results, I chose two clustering methods: a hierarchical clustering, the 

Dendrogram method and a non-hierarchical one, the K-mean-clustering 

The K-mean-clustering is a geometric optimizing algorithm, which minimise the distances 

among K-means and the starting points, by moving the initial (generated) K-means by an 

appropriate algorithm, until they do not move considerably respecting the error6. 

The Dendrogram method orders the points of the data system based on the distances from 

between the points, hanging them on the branches of a binary tree. It is an agglomerative 

grouping algorithm, often called AHP (Analytical Hierarchical Process)7. Its advantage is the 

possible simple realisation, and gives an easy-to-survey, expressive figure. Its disadvantage is 

that the storage of the received dendrogram for each level means a rather difficult recursive 

algorithm, requiring a big computer memory.  

The CRRN method (Compare Ranks with Random Numbers) is a very new one with 

nearly any literature8. With respect to my work is important the possible field of adoption 

examining our n-dimensional measured points (individual assessments), weather all measured 

points can be classified “into one group”. The essence of CRRN method is based on the 

evaluation of an “average” vector, corresponding to the coordinate-averages of the measured 

points and on a produced random vector series of the same dimension as the measured points. 

The rows of the so extended data matrix are ordered according to the elements of the 

“average” vector, and each column is examined for the sequences deviating from 

monotonicity. The sum of “rank number differences” qualifies the column vectors of the 

matrix. 

Experiments and computational methods 

In my PhD work the experimental and computational methods may be discussed 

together. I created a software requiring in the development phase both “experiments” and 

computations. The regular research, educational and industrial applications of the created 

                                                 
6 Füstös, L., Kovács, E., Meszéna, Gy., Simonné, M. N., Alakfelismerés (Sokváltozós statisztikai módszerek), 
ÚMK, Budapest, 2004. 
7 Fogliatto, F.S., Albin, S.L.: An AHP-based procedure for sensory data collection and ananalysis in quality and 
reliability application, Food Quality and Preference, 14, 375-385, 2003. 
8 Héberger, K., Kalivas, J.H.: Comparison of methods for selecting chromatographic columns, Proc. of 11th Int. 
Conference on Chemometrics in Analytical Chemistry, 3, p259, Cemagref-Montpellier SupAgro, 2008. 
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software may also be considered as experimental series. This series of experiments 

established my further theoretical work, developing three new methods. The experimental and 

computational methods were in each case the writing up of a Visual Basic for Excel or a 

Turbo Pascal code, tested at the last step of the experiment by measured or simulated data.  

Now I summarize the planned purposes and realized functions of my first and basic 

software – the ProfiSens – in Fig 2. : the survey shows the environment of development and 

module hierarchy, as well. 

 

Fig 2. : Data connection and environment of ProfiSens in processing of assessments 

Results 

The results of my research work I summarize clustered in three groups: ProfiSens, GCAP 

and visualization interpreted on triangle. 

By creating ProfiSens, I realized a high level IT support of the profile analysis 

laboratory test method. It supports by on line attribute data base the consensus part of the test, 

an electronic score sheet series can be created, where the sheets are distributed through a local 

network (LAN) and after filled in at the PC-s they are collected via LAN and its independent 

executable module performs the necessary statistical analyses and visualizes the test results. 
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The program tests the MS Excel language version and at starting, independently of it, the 

language of communication can be selected (Hungarian or English) through a UserForm.  

 
Fig.3. : Objects of  ProfiSens  

The objects of the ProfiSens version which is used since 

2003 in research, education and later in industry, too, 

are shown on Fig.3. : 

The four Worksheets contain  

– basic documentation (Remarks),  
– sample sequences for the 3-digit random sample 

codes (Permutations) 
– dictionary sheets (Hungarian and English) 

The ten UserForms control  

– the selection of language(A1) 
– the selection of edition or data evaluation (A2)  
– the edition of score sheets („B” UserForms) 
– the evaluation („F” UserForms) 

The eight modules contain codes for 

– defining global variables (Global_var) 
– editing score sheets and kitchen lists („a” modules) 
– evaluation of electronic filled in and on LAN 

collected assessments („b” modules) 

As consequence of the industrial applications started in 2006, the program was completed 

for to-day by two new UserForms. I created the PS Commander (to control the attribute data 

base), and in the same year Ms Eszter Papp took over completely the further ProfiSens 

developments required by the industry in order that I can manage the theoretical research of 

panel reliability test and practical introduction of results received in this field.  

My GCAP method qualifies the assessors participating in the profile analysis. The 

reliability of laboratory tests is based on the reliability of individual assessors, because the 

number of assessors is small. Therefore it is advisable to qualify the panel as often as 

possible, if practicable, within the course of every profile analysis test. I worked out a new 

and graphical reliability test, called GCAP method, based on the calculation of Gravity Centre 

and of Area/ Perimeter ratio of profile polygon. When the GC points of profile polygons 

belonging to the individual assessors of the panel, are plotted on the x-y plane of a rectangular 

coordinate system and then as third coordinate the A/P ratio of the polygon is given, the 
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GCAP figure, defined by me, will be obtained. Two of them are shown in the following Fig.4 

and Fig. 5. : 

 

Fig. 4. : GCAP figure of red wine 

 

Fig. 5. : GCAP figure of cheese 

The two figures show at first sight, that the panel assessing the red wine performed an 

excellent work, while the cheese assessors, participants of a software presentation, are of 

course far from to be called really trained sensory assessors. Considering this fact, the 

qualification of assessors can be successful and expressive with A/P value and GC 

coordinates.  

Since the application of ProfiSens for education, research and industry resulted in a 

large quantity (attribute number - dimensional) profile polygons data, I performed with help 

of Statistica for Windows a principal component analysis (PCA) for data with a view to know, 

what kind of dimension reduction can be performed by PCA on profile polygons, represented 

by attribute number - dimensional points of each assessments. The results show that the three 

principal components together generally describe more than 70% percent of the standard 

deviation, therefore promised to be effective the use of non-linear ℜn → ℜ3 projection, 

ensured by the GCAP, to reduce the dimension. When we take into account that profile 

polygons visualize the result of the profile analysis best and in most customary way to the 

assessors, we can see that this A/P proportion and gravity centre of this profile polygon are 

similarly not strange for them. 

The computation of the GCAP test and the GCAP diagram are contained in the newer 

GCAP module of ProfiSens, as result of performing the following steps: 

1. Evaluation of GC and A/P coordinates (GCAP points – the x(GC), y(GC) and 
A/P data of individual assessors and of the average polygon)  
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2. Plotting GCAP figure of the panel  

3. Evaluating the distances of the individual and average GC and A/P points 
(d(GC) and d(A/P) values). 

4. Classifying the assessing panel into the appropriate reliability classes according 
to the maximum d(GC) and d(A/P) values  

In the fourth step to qualify the panel both the d(GC) and d(A/P) values shall be normed 

with the maximum distance value relating to the given polygon  

The qualification of the tested panel to appropriate reliability class, depends on the 

industrial or research purposes. A possible qualification is given in relation (1) (based upon 

industrial experiences: 

WQualelse

MQualthenPAdGCdifelse

GQualthenPAdGCdifelse

EQualthenPAdGCdif

=

=≤∩≤

=≤∩≤

=≤∩≤

20)/%(()20)%((  

10)/%(()10)%((  

5)/%(()5)%((

          (1) 

 

Table 1 represents the qualification of red wine and cheese (Fig.4 and 5) according to 

relation (1).  

Table 1: Qualification by GCAP method with respect to panel reliability  

Sample d(GC) d%(GC) d(A/P) d%(A/P) Qualification  

Wine (3A,Red,Tesco1,S1) 2.4 1.6% 1.1 2.3% Excellent (E) 
Cheese (Alp2,Fro,S2) 66.6 35.3% 14.8 20.9% Weak (W) 

I performed GCAP test for about 150 assessments with a view to test the connection 

between GCAP (non – linear) and PCA (linear) projection of attribute vectors. 

The results of CRRN (Compare Ranks with Random Numbers) method accord very 

well with GCAP test results. Both GCAP and CRRN proved unanimously the outstanding non 

conforming results of an individual assessor which, for example, could not correctly perceive 

scent or flavour because of having a cold. 

I succeeded in increasing the visualization of GCAP results by K – mean clustering and 

by Dendrogram (AHP) method. Here shall be stressed, from the two methods, the algorithm 

of graphical Dendrogram program, that essentially differs from the known algorithms The 

algorithms I met in the literature are taken into account all elements’ distances of the two 

clusters compared, when the clusters are drawn together, thereby significantly increasing the 

number of numerical steps. I represented the individual groups on the given recursion level by 

one point each, so all points act implicitly through the preceding recursion levels, that may – 
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in case of many points – reduce the number of computational steps by orders. This linking 

rule differs from the well known simple, full, average, centroid or median linking rule, or 

from the Ward method I described as rule of the halving point of the nearest points. 

The visualization of surfaces over triangle domain comes for several times in chemical- 

and bioindustry. Triangle diagrams are often used in picturing properties of ternary systems. I 

created the Turbo Pascal program, Trigon, for the visualization of ternary vapour liquid 

equilibrium calculations and of explosion range of oxidising, combustible and inert gases. The 

food profile analysis has contact in preference mapping with consumer ranking or scoring 

tests. Considering the data evaluation of consumer test series of several consecutive years I 

found that the common visualization of halfmatrices, representing the annual results of the 

statistical correlation analysis, is not solved. 

Therefore the Trigon program was transformed to make possible by the new version the 

comparison of annual results with 3D visualization of results of consumer test series 

performed for several consecutive years. 

A part of a test series of three consecutive years, examining consumer acceptance of 

resistant apple varieties is shown on Fig. 6. :  

 

Fig. 6. : Trigon based visualization of consumer ranking tests of three consecutive years 

The task was the visualization of the correlation analysis results corresponding to different 

types of data pairs resulted from three years (generalized from n years, where n>2) The figure 

shows the composed pairs from the six variables Appearance (App), Flavour (Fla), Gender 

(Gen) Age (Age) Region (Reg) and Preferring Import fruit (Imp), using the Trigon 

visualization on the restricted range ℜf ={n/2-k,      k=0,1,…,n}, which means in case of n=3 

the range ℜf ={1,5; 0,5; –0,5; –1,5}. Trigon shows above (or below) the corresponding cells a 

spike of length h. The value of h – considering the 3 results of the given data pair belonging to 
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the 3 years (where k=0, 1, 2, 3 no(=no correlation) is possible) is evaluated by the equation 

h= 3/2 – k . 

The axes have the legend corresponding to the original data table, and, of course they 

are flexible together with the whole triangle-diagram so that the bitmap pictures, 

corresponding to the complete alphabet, shall not be stored, since the vector – bitmap picture 

conversion succeeded in real time together with the realization of the signalling, applied now 

in many further applications, too. 

Theses 

1. I have developed a new method for complete IT support of food QDA tests, and 

created the Windows based application (ProfiSens) of the new method. To the basic ProfiSens 

software I have defined a property data base, and developed the PS Commander add-in which 

allows of on-line access to the data base. [P4, P5, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7, C8, C9] 

2. I have created a new method for qualification of assessors. The method – called GCAP 

method – is easy-to understand for the sensory panel and graphically expressive. I have 

developed and created the GCAP add-in to the ProfiSens. The add-in can be used as separated 

unit, as well. [P6, P7, C10, C11] 

3. In connection to the classification step of GCAP, I have compared the results with the 

results of PanelCheck and CRRN. I have investigated the possible application of AHP and K-

mean cluster method – including software development. I have found that among the methods 

investigated; only CRRN offers a similarly expressive way to test panel consistency as GCAP 

does. [P7, C10, C11] 

4. To the AHP method I have created a new conjunction rule, which reduces – depending 

on the number of points – the number of numerical operations with several orders, compared 

to the algorithms published earlier. The theoretical background of the rule is that I represented 

each cluster by a single point on the given level of recursion. It causes that all points effect by 

an implicit way only through the previous recursion levels. The conjunction rule basically 

differs from the published simple, complete, average, centroid or median conjunctions, or 

from the Ward method. I defined it as the nearest points’ distance-halving rule. [P7, C10] 

5. Based on my preceding results in 3D representation of surfaces over triangular 

domain, I have developed a new graphic method for evaluation of consumer ranking test 

results by Statistical correlation analysis, with respect to the consumer groups taking part in 

the tests. [P1, P2, P3, P8, C1, C2, C3, C12] 
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Adaptations and possible applications 

The purpose of my PhD work is first of all the IT support of laboratory sensory tests. 

After studying in every detail the literature of this field, I created software for high-level 

support of the profile analysis sensory test. The different versions of this software named 

ProfiSens are applied since 2002 in Sensory Laboratory of BCE and since 2005 at the BME, 

in special courses of the Department of Biochemistry. Further adaptations started in the frame 

of an innovation-contract in 2006 (Quality Management Department, Spar Hungary Ltd) and 

in 2007 (Laboratory of Foodstuffs and Chemicals, General Inspectorate for Consumer 

Protection, Hungary). These applications reduced – comparing the times to the former IT 

support level – a part of the consensus phase and the complete data evaluation time of QDA 

testing from several hours to some minutes. 

The different versions of ProfiSens contain one or more newer modules, whose practical 

realization needed usually elaboration of theoretical bases, too. Among them are already in 

practical use the sensory attribute data base and the PSCommander ensuring its on-line access 

and control. The GCAP method, created for the testing the reliability of assessors and its 

comparison with other methods are of high importance in preference mapping, in possibility 

of linkage of consumer and laboratory tests Similarly further applications are expectable in 

3D representation of correlation analysis results of consumer preference test series.  
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